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In this paper, I propose that reportative evidentials encode, in the syntax and semantics,
the source of the report. The source is realized as a pronoun, following Stephenson (2007).
The analysis captures cross-linguistic variation of non-shifting evidential languages.
Two types of evidential no-shift: independent and concord. Evidential shift, a type
of indexical shift, occurs in the complements of attitude verbs (Garrett, 2001; Lim and Lee,
2012; Korotkova, 2016). What shifts is the origo - an index representing the holder of the
evidential information, from the speaker to the matrix subject. No-shift is understood as
simply the case where the origo is the speaker even in embedded clauses, as in (1).
(1)
Maria-ma mitxra
[rom bereb-s
biblia kartul-ad gadautargmniat]
Maria-erg tell.1sg.io.aor comp monks-dat Bible Georgian translate.3pl.s.rep
‘Maria told me that - and I was told that already - the monks translated the
Bible into Georgian.’
[Georgian] Korotkova (2016): (278)
I argue, however, that there are two subtypes of no-shift languages. I call (1) the independent type because the interpretation of the evidential morpheme is that the speaker
has the information about the scope proposition from two independent report sources.
The second type of evidential no-shift is what Schenner (2010a) calls concord because
the reportative ‘does not make any contribution on its own, but only harmonically supports
the meaning of the utterance predicate’ (Schenner, 2010b: 200). It is exemplified in (2).
(2)
Anna erzählte, dass Bernhard seinen Scheck zurückgeschickt haben soll.
Anna said
that Bernhard his
check send.back
have rep
‘Anna said that Bernhard sent back his check.’ [German] Schenner (2010b): (52b)
While Schenner does not classify (2) in terms of shifting, I claim that concord is a type
of no-shift because the origo is the speaker. The crucial difference between the two types
of no-shift is whether there are two reports or one. Current proposals on evidential shift
postulate a monster operator that triggers origo shift from the speaker to the matrix subject
(Korotkova, 2016). But they cannot capture the variation within no-shift shown in (1)-(2).
Analysis. I propose that the source of the report is a syntactically represented pronoun,
similar to pro. It is bound in the concord case and free (arbitrary pro) in independent noshift. The analysis rests on three theories. First, I base the idea that the source is a pronoun
on Stephenson’s (2007) approach to taste predicates (the judge parameter is an argument in
the derivation). A parallel between taste predicates and evidentials has already been drawn
by (Korotkova, 2016) in that they are both self-ascriptions. Second, I adopt Moulton’s
2009 view of the syntax of attitude complements, according to which the complement clause
contains a projection that hosts the attitude. I claim that the pronoun is situated in the
specifier in this projection. Finally, I propose that the pronoun is a logophor in the concord
case, following recent developments on logophors by Pearson (2015). The analysis captures
the cross-linguistic variation in (1)-(2) without adding any new machinery.
Consequences and extensions. The proposal contributes to the understanding of propositional attitudes and evidentiality. The source is different from the origo in that the origo
exists in all evidentials, but the source only appears in reportatives. Thus, I provide evidence for a divide in the nature of evidentials advocated by Faller (2002) and opposed to by
Matthewson et al. (2007), Matthewson (2010), AnderBois (2014), Déchaine et al. (2017).
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